Threading the needle: How humans influence predator–prey spatiotemporal interactions in a multiple-predator system
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Abstract
1. Perceived predation risk and the resulting antipredator behavior varies across space, time and predator identity. Communities with multiple predators that interact and differ in their use of space, time of activity and hunting mode create a complex landscape for prey to avoid predation. Anthropogenic presence and disturbance have the potential to shift interactions among predators and prey and the where and when encounters occur.

2. We examined how white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus fawn spatiotemporal antipredator behavior differed along an anthropogenic disturbance gradient that had black bears Ursus americanus, coyotes Canis latrans, bobcats Lynx rufus and humans present.

3. We quantified (a) spatial co-occurrence in species distributions, (b) temporal overlap across the diel cycle and (c) spatiotemporal associations between humans, bears, coyotes, bobcats, adult male deer and fawns. We also examined how deer vigilance behavior changed across the anthropogenic disturbance gradient and survey duration.

4. Anthropogenic disturbance influenced spatiotemporal co-occurrence across multiple scales, often increasing spatiotemporal overlap among species. In general, species’ spatial co-occurrence was neutral or positive in anthropogenically disturbed environments. Bears and fawns, coyotes and adult male deer, and bobcats and fawns all had higher temporal overlap in the agriculture-development matrix sites. In addition, factors that influenced deer vigilance (e.g. distance to forest edge and predator relative abundance) in the agriculture-development matrix sites did not in the forest matrix site.

5. By taking into account the different antipredator behaviors that can be detected and the different scales these behaviors might occur, we were able to gain a more comprehensive picture of how humans reduce available niche space for wildlife, creating the neutral and positive spatiotemporal associations between species that studies have been seeing in more disturbed areas.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Predator–prey interactions and the resulting antipredator behaviours are crucial to organizing community structure. Anthropogenic disturbance and human Homo sapiens presence can greatly influence predator–prey interactions, as humans are perceived as predators by species across trophic levels (Nickel et al., 2020; Suraci et al., 2019). If only predators perceive humans as dangerous, then their spatiotemporal avoidance of humans might create refuges for prey (Berger, 2007). However, if predators and prey perceive humans as dangerous, then predator spatiotemporal avoidance of humans (Frid & Dill, 2002) might further constrain prey, leaving prey with the challenge of spatiotemporally avoiding natural predators within an ever-shrinking available spatiotemporal space. If prey are unable to spatiotemporally avoid natural predators, the only recourse left is increasing vigilance, group sizes and other predation risk diffusion behaviours, which might lead to increased stress and decreased recruitment and survival (Cherry et al., 2016). In the end, extirpation from the habitat might result (Shannon et al., 2018). Studies that do not include humans as an effect while attempting to characterize how prey perceive predation risk might misinterpret how prey navigate landscapes of fear (Dorrestein et al., 2015).

The white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus (hereafter, ‘deer’) is an economically and ecologically influential ungulate that inhabits a wide range of habitat types (Quinn et al., 2013). The primary cause of mortality in deer fawns (hereafter, ‘fawns’) across their range is predation (Gingery et al., 2018), and because the species has a large geographic range, fawns are often susceptible to predation by a number of interacting predators across a gradient of anthropogenic disturbance, making it an ideal species in which to examine how interacting predators and anthropogenic disturbance influence antipredator behaviour. Our goal was to examine how human-dominated landscapes influenced (a) spatiotemporal interactions between humans, black bears Ursus americanus (hereafter, ‘bears’), coyotes Canis latrans, bobcats Lynx rufus, fawns, and (b) deer vigilance behaviour. We used camera trap data from six surveys in and around three public forest sites (782–1,072 km²; Table 1; Figure 1) with different surrounding matrix types (e.g. forest and agriculture and development) and proximity to anthropogenic disturbance (i.e. distance to forest edge). We examined predator–predator spatiotemporal interactions because interactions between predators and the spatiotemporal use of multiple predators (association or avoidance) can influence interactions with shared prey (Embar et al., 2014; Polis & Holt, 1992; Wilken et al., 2014). We also examined adult (≥1 year old) male deer spatiotemporal co-occurrence and vigilance with humans and three predators as a ‘control’, because adult male deer are rarely depredated by these predators unless injured or sick (Wallingford et al., 2017). We assume the adult male deer do not perceive humans as threats during our data collection period, despite their hunting season occurring shortly afterward in October, as studies have shown that hunted species are cognizant of precisely when humans are expected to be a threat (Little et al., 2016; Tolon et al., 2009).

1.1 | Hypotheses

For predation to occur, predators and prey must overlap in space and time (Guiden et al., 2019). Because the likelihood of predators and prey overlapping often depends on foraging/hunting style (Breviglieri et al., 2013), prey (e.g. fawns) should spatially avoid ambush predators (e.g. bobcats), which tend to localize their hunting efforts in areas that provide them higher rates of predation success (Valeix et al., 2009). Meanwhile, prey should avoid roaming predators (e.g. coyotes and bears), which actively search for prey across an area (Bastille-Rousseau et al., 2016), by decreasing their temporal overlap (Schmitz et al., 2017). Because bears and coyotes tend to be active at different times (Bridges et al., 2004; Chamberlain

| TABLE 1 | Summary of survey effort and mean values of anthropogenic disturbance indicators for six camera trap surveys in and around three Pennsylvanian public forests (Bald Eagle—BE; Rothrock—RO; Susquehannock—SU) in 2016 and 2017. Bald Eagle and Rothrock were surrounded by agriculture and development, while Susquehannock was surrounded by forest |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th># of trap nightsb (dates)</th>
<th># of camera locations</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>disted (km)</th>
<th>distdev (km)</th>
<th>dev (%)</th>
<th>esf (%)</th>
<th>ag (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>2,077 (7/26–9/13/16)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>2.3 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.1)</td>
<td>0.2 (6.2)</td>
<td>0.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>5.8 (30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,492 (6/17–9/4/17)</td>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>1.9 (1.0)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.9)</td>
<td>3.8 (25.5)</td>
<td>10.7 (35.0)</td>
<td>9.8 (38.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>2,079 (5/23–7/25/16)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>2.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.4 (8.0)</td>
<td>44.6 (46.9)</td>
<td>5.2 (27.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,859 (5/22–7/24/17)</td>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>1.9 (1.0)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.9)</td>
<td>3.8 (25.5)</td>
<td>10.7 (35.0)</td>
<td>9.8 (38.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU</td>
<td>3,956 (5/25–9/6/16)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.4 (8.0)</td>
<td>44.6 (46.9)</td>
<td>5.2 (27.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,550 (6/12–9/12/17)</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.4 (8.0)</td>
<td>44.6 (46.9)</td>
<td>5.2 (27.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>16,013 (330)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean values of anthropogenic disturbance indicators (SD)a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aMatrix—type of habitat surrounding the public forest lands, AD (agriculture-development) and F (forest); disted—distance from camera location to nearest forest edge (km); distdev—distance from camera location to nearest development (km); dev—percentage of habitat 1 km around camera location that is development; esf—percentage of habitat 1 km around camera location that is early successional forest/shrubland; ag—percentage of habitat 1 km around camera location that is agriculture.

bTrap nights defined as the number of 24-hr periods a camera was operational.
et al., 1998; Way et al., 2004), fawns are left with few predator-free hours. This might cause fawns to instead swap complete temporal avoidance for another form of antipredator behaviour: increased vigilance during times when bears and coyotes are active. Finally, the likelihood of a kill, even with spatiotemporal overlap, depends on the prey’s individual vulnerability, which can change (e.g. young ungulates becoming harder to catch as they grow older; Rayl et al., 2018). Because fawns become harder to catch as they grow older, fawn spatiotemporal avoidance of all three predators might lessen as the summer continues.

Humans and anthropogenic disturbance complicate this already complicated network of interspecific interactions. All three predators show some degree of spatiotemporal avoidance of humans (Nickel et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2018; Stillfried et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015), despite bobcats being the most intolerant of anthropogenic disturbance (Wang et al., 2015). This suggests that in our more anthropogenically disturbed sites, spatiotemporal space might be reduced, increasing spatiotemporal overlap between species and increasing the importance of vigilance for fawns. Because human use of state forests is localized to certain areas (e.g. trails), like an ambush predator, we would expect all species to spatially avoid humans on the landscape. We developed a matrix of predictions about how fawns, adult male deer, bears, bobcats and coyotes would interact with each other and humans based on surrounding matrix type, species and interaction type (Table 2, Appendices S1 and S2).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study areas and camera-trapping surveys

We collected detection/non-detection data by surveying bears, coyotes, bobcats and deer in and around three Pennsylvanian public forests sites (Bald Eagle, Rothrock and Susquehannock) in 2016 and 2017 using camera traps (IACUC #47057; Table 1; Figure 1). Bald Eagle (BE) and Rothrock (RO) were surrounded by agriculture and low-density
housing, whereas Susquehannock (SU) was surrounded by largely contiguous forest (Table 1). Camera trap surveys began in mid- to late May, which coincided with the start of when fawns are born and most vulnerable to predation (Gingery et al., 2018; Vreeland et al., 2004), and ended in mid- September, before the hunting season. We plotted random locations spaced a minimum of 1 km apart within a 240- km² area encompassing each site and cameras were placed as close to the plotted location as was feasible given accessibility. Eighteen camera locations were placed on private land bordering BE and RO in 2017 (Table 1). At least one camera (Covert Scouting Cameras MP8 Black; Covert Scouting Cameras) was placed at each location and typically remained there for an average of 47 days (range: 12– 104 days) before being moved to a new location. Cameras were set to take three pictures when triggered with a 1- min rest period.

We define a ‘detection event’ as the moment an individual(s) triggers the camera, resulting in a number of pictures of the individual(s), the duration of which starts with the first trigger and ends within 30 min. Because all our cameras were placed randomly (i.e. not on a trail or other highly used paths), we baited locations with a combination of bobcat urine, a skunk-based scent attractant (Caven’s Gusto and Minnesota Brand Bobcat Urine; Minnesota Trapline Products), and a fatty acid tablet (USDA Wildlife Services). Bait was refreshed approximately every 10– 14 days. Because preliminary analyses show that the mean number of times a location was baited had no appreciable effect on detection, we assumed bait did not influence animal space use at the scale we were measuring responses and that animals detected came from the general vicinity of the camera location. It is likely that our overall rates of deer vigilance are higher than might have been if we had not baited (Eccard et al., 2017); however, this should be consistent across sites, so the relationships we see between deer vigilance and covariates are not influenced. Because the distance between camera locations was less than the diameter of all species’ home ranges, one individual could be detected at multiple locations; we use ‘occurrence’ to denote species use of a camera location. Human detections included motorists and people on foot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Wildlife will show independent spatial co-occurrence with humans. Forest matrix site spatial co-occurrence between wildlife will be independent; in the agriculture-development matrix sites, wildlife will positively co-occurrence. Fawns will spatially avoid bobcats earlier in the summer; later, bobcats and fawns will show independent and positive spatial co-occurrence in the forest and the agriculture-development matrix sites respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Human–wildlife temporal overlap will be lower—and wildlife–wildlife temporal overlap higher—in the agriculture-development matrix sites. Fawn temporal overlap with other species will be higher later in the summer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space–Time</td>
<td>Human–wildlife and wildlife–wildlife spatiotemporal associations will be neutral in the forest matrix site and negative in the agriculture-development matrix sites. Coyote–bobcat and bobcat–deer spatiotemporal associations will be negative. Natural predators will have positive spatiotemporal associations with fawns. Early summer fawn spatiotemporal associations with humans, coyotes, and bears will be negative; late summer associations will only be negative in the agriculture-development matrix sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigilance</td>
<td>Deer vigilance will increase with anthropogenic disturbance. Deer vigilance will be higher at the times of day when predators were most active. Fawns and adult females with fawns will be more vigilant with increased predator relative abundance. The vigilance of adult females with fawns and fawns will decrease throughout the summer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We define a ‘detection event’ as the moment an individual(s) triggers the camera, resulting in a number of pictures of the individual(s), the duration of which starts with the first trigger and ends within 30 min. Because all our cameras were placed randomly (i.e. not on a trail or other highly used paths), we baited locations with a combination of bobcat urine, a skunk-based scent attractant (Caven’s Gusto and Minnesota Brand Bobcat Urine; Minnesota Trapline Products), and a fatty acid tablet (USDA Wildlife Services). Bait was refreshed approximately every 10– 14 days. Because preliminary analyses show that the mean number of times a location was baited had no appreciable effect on detection, we assumed bait did not influence animal space use at the scale we were measuring responses and that animals detected came from the general vicinity of the camera location. It is likely that our overall rates of deer vigilance are higher than might have been if we had not baited (Eccard et al., 2017); however, this should be consistent across sites, so the relationships we see between deer vigilance and covariates are not influenced. Because the distance between camera locations was less than the diameter of all species’ home ranges, one individual could be detected at multiple locations; we use ‘occurrence’ to denote species use of a camera location. Human detections included motorists and people on foot.

<TABLE 2 Predictions on how spatiotemporal co-occurrence between humans and wildlife, and deer vigilance, would change over matrix types, survey duration, space, time and space-time.>
2.2 | Covariates

We chose covariates that we felt might influence species space use based on previous analyses conducted on species’ habitat use using the same data (Murphy, 2021) and removed highly correlated variables (|r| > 0.70). In addition to use matrix type (e.g. agriculture-development or forest; mat) as a categorical variable, we estimated the percent developed space (dev), early successional forest-shrubland (esf) and agriculture (ag) within a 1-km radius for each camera location from the 2016 National Land Cover Database (USGS, 2019). Esf incorporated shrubland and deciduous, coniferous and mixed forests with canopy height of <5 m. Ag included pasture and cropland, and dev included developed open space and developed space of low, medium and high intensities (USGS, 2019). We measured the distance of each camera location to the nearest forest edge outside of the public forest boundary (disted) and the nearest cell of developed space (distdev; km) using ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, CA). RO had the lowest mean disted (1.87 ± SE 0.09 km) and distdev (1.72 ± SE 0.08 km) values of all three sites and SU had the highest disted values (2.75 ± SE 0.11 km). Mean ag and dev values were similar among all sites but BE had the lowest esf estimate (0.02 ± SE 0.21) and SU had the highest (44.57 ± SE 4.39).

A categorical covariate for ‘summer period’ (sum) was created to investigate how fawn spatiotemporal co-occurrence changed over the summer. The sum value depended on whether the camera location was being surveyed before July 26 (early summer when fawns are more vulnerable to predation; 0) or after (late summer; 1). Fawn detections were more inconsistent before July 26 (0.91 ± SD 0.29 detections per day) compared to after (0.98 ± SD 0.14 detections per day), suggesting either lower numbers of fawns available or more circumspect behavior due to their vulnerability.

2.3 | Spatial co-occurrence

We fit single-season multispecies occupancy models (Rota et al., 2016) in package unmarked (v. 0.13-2; Fiske & Chandler, 2011) in R (v. 3.6.1; R Core Team, 2020) to characterize spatial co-occurrence among humans, adult male deer, fawns and the three predators. Data from both years were analysed together as independent locations with identical habitat information if the locations were within 100 m of each other. We determined how relative co-occurrence probabilities changed with respect to mat, disted, distdev, dev, esf, ag and sum. We assembled capture histories where the first species was seen. While these time frames are arbitrary, they are shorter than our survey occasions (8 days each), so would provide more information than could be estimated via multispecies occupancy models. The probability of detecting the second species within the given time interval was represented by the percent of observations of the second species that occurred within the time frame. We then compared the observed probability of detecting the second species within the time frames to a null distribution of detections based on a randomization test. A larger than expected probability of observing the second species shows ‘attraction’ to the first species while a smaller than expected probability suggests that the second species ‘avoids’ the first. We failed to detect avoidance or

2.4 | Temporal co-occurrence

To investigate temporal co-occurrence between species, we estimated temporal overlap among species pairs using the packages activity (Rowcliffe, 2021) and overlap (Linkie & Ridout, 2009) in R. We transformed clock times for each detection event to radians while taking into account changes in day length using average sunrise and sunset times in activity (Rowcliffe, 2021; Vazquez et al., 2019). We estimated the overlap coefficient (Δ) for each species pair; the overlap coefficient estimates the proportion of the area where two activity curves intersect and overlap, with zero representing no overlap and one representing complete overlap (Linkie & Ridout, 2009). We used 10,000 bootstrapped samples to estimate the 95% confidence interval (CI) for each overlap estimate and tested whether the overlap arose by chance using the compareCkern function in activity (Rowcliffe, 2021). We estimated temporal overlap for fawns and adult male deer with humans and the three predators during early and late summer for both matrix types.

2.5 | Spatiotemporal co-occurrence

To investigate spatiotemporal co-occurrence between species and investigate how they changed depending on matrix type and summer period, we used a modified directional version of Karanth et al. (2017)’s multi-response permutation procedures (Appendix S3). We estimated how the detection of one species (i.e. bear) at a camera location influenced the likelihood of detecting another species (i.e. fawn) at the same location in the following 12 hr and 1 day after the first species was seen. While these time frames are arbitrary, they are shorter than our survey occasions (8 days each), so would provide more information than could be estimated via multispecies occupancy models. The probability of detecting the second species within the given time interval was represented by the percent of observations of the second species that occurred within the time frame. We then compared the observed probability of detecting the second species within the time frames to a null distribution of detections based on a randomization test. A larger than expected probability of observing the second species shows ‘attraction’ to the first species while a smaller than expected probability suggests that the second species ‘avoids’ the first. We failed to detect avoidance or
attraction if the expected distribution’s and observed distribution’s 95% CIs overlapped.

### 2.6 Vigilance analyses

We examined how deer vigilance was affected by anthropogenic disturbance and predator presence by scoring deer body posture. For body posture scoring, we removed detections with (a) adult males, adult females and fawns in the same event (to avoid sexually based intraspecific effects; Lashley et al., 2014), (b) less than three pictures of a deer (to increase sample size per detection event), (c) video (as we were counting frames) and (d) detections from the preliminary survey period where locations were surveyed by two cameras simultaneously (to avoid introducing non-random selection of pictures to score). We grouped the remaining deer detections by whether they had (1) adult males, (2) adult females, (3) adult females with fawns and (4) fawns with no adult females. For each of these categories, we randomly selected a subset of detections to score; when multiple individuals were present, we scored the first animal seen. We scored each individual picture as 0, indicating non-vigilance (i.e. eyes at or below shoulder level), or 1, indicating either head up (i.e. eyes above shoulder level) or vigilant (i.e. eyes and chin above shoulder level) posture (Schuttler et al., 2017). When we observed adult females with fawns, we scored the adult female and the first observed fawn. We excluded photos if we could not see the head and neck of the individual in a frame, and photos that occurred after the individual that was being scored obviously noticed the camera (i.e. sniffing or looking directly at the camera; Schuttler et al., 2017). We combined data from fawns with and without adult females when analysing fawn data.

We used a generalized additive mixed model assuming a binomial distribution. Models were fit with the package mgcv (Wood, 2011) in R. We included a random effect for individual detection events (i.e. the sequence of scored pictures taken for a single detection at a camera station; detection event), which incorporated the variation in deer vigilance that might be influenced by spatial and temporal characteristics, such as bait use. We split our data into two datasets for training and testing the accuracy of the models. Using the training dataset, we created a biological null model, where sex–age class (type) and the number of unique individuals present (group) during the detection had an additive effect on the vigilance probability (Olson et al., 2019; Schuttler et al., 2017). We then created 11 additional models that built upon the null and varied in the covariates included, and whether the matrix type (mat) and type was included as additive effects, interactive effects on each covariate, or additive and interactive effects on each covariate (Table 3). Other than type and group, covariates were radian time (radtime), relative predator abundance (predts), disted and the day of the survey (day; see Table 3 for covariate descriptions). We used radtime with a cyclic cube regression spline as the time immediately before and after midnight.

### Table 3

Twelve alternative parameterizations of the logistic generalized additive mixed model used to examine the factors that influenced deer vigilance probability. Covariates were selected to investigate the effect of predator presence and anthropogenic disturbance on deer vigilance. To account for multiple observations of an individual during a single camera visit, we included individual detection event as a random effect for all models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model type</th>
<th>Model formula*</th>
<th>Model name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>–type + s(group) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix + type + s(group) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>–type + s(group) + s(radtime) + s(predts) + s(disted) + s(day*type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix + type + s(group) + s(radtime) + s(predts) + s(disted) + s(day*type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix<em>type + s(group) + s(radtime) + s(predts) + s(disted) + s(day</em>type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix + type + s(group<em>matrix) + s(radtime</em>matrix) + s(predts<em>matrix) + s(disted</em>matrix) + s(day*type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix<em>type + s(group</em>matrix<em>type) + s(radtime</em>matrix<em>type) + s(predts</em>matrix<em>type) + s(disted</em>matrix<em>type) + s(day</em>type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–type + s(group) + s(radtime) + s(predts) + s(disted) + s(day<em>matrix</em>type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix + type + s(group) + s(radtime) + s(predts) + s(disted) + s(day<em>matrix</em>type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix<em>type + s(group) + s(radtime) + s(predts) + s(disted) + s(day</em>matrix*type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix + type + s(group<em>matrix) + s(radtime</em>matrix) + s(predts<em>matrix) + s(disted</em>matrix) + s(day<em>matrix</em>type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–matrix<em>type + s(group</em>matrix<em>type) + s(radtime</em>matrix<em>type) + s(predts</em>matrix<em>type) + s(disted</em>matrix<em>type) + s(day</em>matrix*type) + s(detection event)</td>
<td>M12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Type—the age/sex class of the deer that was scored on body posture (e.g. adult male, adult female alone, adult female with fawn, and fawn); group—the total number of distinct individuals seen during the detection event; detection event—a factor assigning binary data to a unique detection event; matrix—the type of habitat (e.g. forest or agriculture-development) surrounding the public forest sites; radtime—the average-anchored radian time value for the detection event; predts—relative predator abundance, which is estimated by dividing the total number of black bears, coyotes, and bobcats detected at a camera location by the total number of 24-hr periods that the camera location was surveyed; disted—the distance from the camera location to the nearest forest edge (km); day—the day (i.e. Day 10) of the survey that the detection event occurred; the first day (i.e. Day 1) was the earliest survey day of 2016 and 2017. Matrix type is equivalent to ‘matrix + type + matrix*type’. 

---

**TABLE 3** Twelve alternative parameterizations of the logistic generalized additive mixed model used to examine the factors that influenced deer vigilance probability. Covariates were selected to investigate the effect of predator presence and anthropogenic disturbance on deer vigilance. To account for multiple observations of an individual during a single camera visit, we included individual detection event as a random effect for all models.
were assumed to be similar in effect. We predicted values from the training models based on the test dataset and plotted each model’s ROC to assess each model’s true and false positive hit rate; we chose the best model based on ΔAIC, the estimated area under the curve, and a visual assessment of how well the model estimated parameters (i.e. no unrealistic beta estimates and standard errors).

We predicted that adult females with fawns would have the highest vigilance probability, and that group and predts would be negatively and positively related to vigilance, respectively. Because coyotes and fawns both used forest edges, but only in the agriculture-development matrix sites (Murphy, 2021), we predicted that disted would be negatively related to vigilance in the agriculture-development matrix sites. We predicted that adult females with fawns would be less vigilant later in the summer as fawns became less vulnerable to predation, but that adult male vigilance would remain the same. Finally, we predicted that deer would be more vigilant during dawn, dusk and night, as two of the three predators (e.g. coyotes and bobcats) are crepuscular and nocturnal.

3 | RESULTS

We detected deer most frequently (6,874 observations; 96.4% of surveyed locations) and bobcats least (176 observations; 33.9% of surveyed locations). Bears were detected 483 times (57.6% of surveyed locations), coyotes 299 (38.8% of surveyed locations) and humans 1,117 (13.9% of surveyed locations). Among deer detections, approximately 25% contained an adult male deer (78.5% of surveyed locations) and 11% contained a fawn (47% of surveyed locations).

3.1 | Spatial co-occurrence

While a majority of spatial associations between species were neutral (Figure 2a,b; for model table and estimates, please see Appendices S4–S5), adult male deer, fawns and coyotes were influenced by human spatial distribution. Humans and adult male deer co-occurred together more often than could be expected at random in the agriculture-development matrix sites (β = 1.35 ± SE 0.67) but less often in the forest matrix site (β = −0.47 ± SE 0.19). Humans and coyotes also co-occurred more often together than would be expected at random across all locations (β = 1.12 ± SE 0.50), but only in the adult male deer model set. Bears and coyotes (β = 1.35 ± SE 0.51), bears and bobcats (β = 1.51 ± SE 0.64), and bears and adult male deer (β = 0.94 ± SE 0.49) co-occurred more often together than would be expected at random. Humans and fawns were positively associated closer to development in the agriculture-development matrix sites, while in the forest matrix site, this relationship was
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flipped (Figure 3a); coyotes and fawns also had a non-neutral spatial association which depended on matrix type (Figure 3b).

Despite the top models for coyote–fawn and bobcat–fawn spatial co-occurrence including an effect of summer period, the effect tended to be weak. The 85% CIs of the probabilities of fawns occurring at camera locations with coyotes or bobcats earlier ($\psi_{\text{coyote}} = 0.65 \pm \text{SE} 0.10$ and $\psi_{\text{bobcat}} = 0.43 \pm \text{SE} 0.14$, respectively) and later in the summer ($\psi_{\text{coyote}} = 0.71 \pm \text{SE} 0.10$ and $\psi_{\text{bobcat}} = 0.65 \pm \text{SE} 0.14$) overlapped.

### 3.2 | Temporal co-occurrence

Four species showed changes in temporal overlap between matrix types (i.e., 95% CIs did not overlap; Figure 2a,b and Appendix S6). Bears and fawns ($\hat{\Delta}_{\text{forest}} = 0.73$ vs. $\hat{\Delta}_{\text{agdev}} = 0.86$), coyotes and adult male deer ($\hat{\Delta}_{\text{forest}} = 0.59$ vs. $\hat{\Delta}_{\text{agdev}} = 0.82$), and bobcats and fawns ($\hat{\Delta}_{\text{forest}} = 0.59$ vs. $\hat{\Delta}_{\text{agdev}} = 0.77$) all had higher temporal overlap in the agriculture-development matrix sites (Figure 4). Humans and adult male deer, however, decreased in temporal overlap ($\hat{\Delta}_{\text{forest}} = 0.50$ vs. $\hat{\Delta}_{\text{agdev}} = 0.41$; Figure 4) in the agriculture-development matrix sites.

Coyote-fawn temporal overlap increased as the summer went on, but only in the agriculture-development matrix sites ($\hat{\Delta}_{\text{early summer}} = 0.46$ vs. $\hat{\Delta}_{\text{late summer}} = 0.74$; Figure 5).

### 3.3 | Spatiotemporal co-occurrence

The spatiotemporal associations between species pairs were largely positive in the forest matrix site and neutral in the agriculture-development matrix sites (Figure 2a,b and Appendix S7). Bears and coyotes were detected more often than would be expected at random within a day of a human detection, but only in the forest matrix site. In the agriculture-development matrix sites, coyotes were detected less often than would be expected at random within 1 day of a human detection. Bobcats were detected less often than would be expected at random within 12 hr of a coyote detection in the forest matrix site.

Out of all the predators, only bears showed attraction to locations where fawns had been, being detected more often than would be expected at random within a day of a fawn detection in agriculture-development matrix sites. Fawns were detected less often than would be expected at random within 12 hr of a bobcat detection, but only in the forest matrix site.

As the summer went on, fawn spatiotemporal avoidance of the three predators tended to increase, rather than decrease. In the forest matrix site, fawns went from a neutral spatiotemporal association in early summer to being detected less often than would be expected at random within 12 hr of a human detection in late summer. Fawns in the forest matrix site were detected less often than would be expected within 12 hr of a bobcat detection all summer, but increased avoidance to being detected less often at the day scale during late summer. In the forest matrix sites, fawn detections were lower than would be expected at random within 1 day of a coyote detection, but only later in the summer. In contrast, in the agriculture-development matrix sites, fawn detections were higher than would be expected at random within 1 day of a coyote detection later in the summer.

### 3.4 | Vigilance

We used 1,526 detection events in vigilance analyses, approximately 46% of which came from the agriculture-development matrix sites. Adult female deer had the most events ($n = 722$) and adult female deer with fawns had the fewest ($n = 138$). The best model was the

![Figure 3](image_url) **Figure 3** Fawn occurrence dependent on human (a) and coyote (b) presence across distance to development (a) and forest edge (b; km). Fawn occurrence becomes unrelated to the anthropogenic disturbance measures when humans and coyotes are absent (gray line). Shaded regions are 95% confidence intervals.
full model where vigilance was related to the matrix type, sex-age class, group size, the time of day, predator relative abundance, distance to forest edge and the survey day, with an interactive effect of matrix type on all covariates except for survey day, which had an interactive effect of matrix type and sex-age class (M11; see Table 3 and Appendix S8).

Overall, deer vigilance tended to depend on matrix type. For example, deer vigilance was higher closer to forest edges, but only in agriculture-development matrix sites (Figure 6a). Deer vigilance was higher during the day (approximately 6:00–18:00) in agriculture-development matrix sites and higher at night (around 18:00–24:00) in the forest matrix sites (Figure 6b). Deer vigilance was positively related to predator relative abundance in the forest matrix site, whereas this relationship was more variable in the agriculture-development matrix sites (Figure 6c). Finally, the vigilance of all sex-age classes decreased throughout the summer (Figure 7a,b).

4 | DISCUSSION

We show that in a human-dominated landscapes, spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal co-occurrence of bears, coyotes, bobcats, adult

---

**FIGURE 4** Temporal overlap between adult male deer and humans (a) and coyotes (b) and between fawns and bears (c) and bobcats (d). Solid and dashed lines indicate activity patterns at forest matrix site and agriculture-development matrix sites, respectively.

**FIGURE 5** Coyote-fawn temporal overlap in agriculture-development matrix sites before (a) and after (b) July 26th.
male deer and fawns across multiple scales changed in nature, with anthropogenically disturbed habitat often related to increased spatiotemporal overlap among species. Our results add to the growing body of work that suggest that as human presence increases, we reduce available niche space for wildlife, causing what can be seen as 'neutral' or 'positive' spatiotemporal associations among species (Bonnot et al., 2020; Haswell et al., 2020; Parsons et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2015). This reduction in available niche space and increase in spatiotemporal overlap among predators, and predators and prey, has important implications for interspecific interactions like predation and competition.

As human–predator interactions can strongly influence predator–prey interactions (Bonnot et al., 2020; Guiden et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2017), we sought to determine whether humans influenced antipredator behaviour in bears, coyotes and bobcats. The positive spatiotemporal association between bears and humans in the forest matrix site, because the human detections in the forest matrix site tended to be motor vehicles on roads rather than humans, might be better explained by bear use of roadsides. Other studies have shown that, while bears generally avoid roads, they might use them as travel corridors (Hiller et al., 2015). The spatial overlap between coyotes and humans is also likely an artefact of habitat selection; human occurrence was higher closer to forest edge, a habitat that coyotes prefer (Kays et al., 2008). When human–coyote habitat use diverged, human–coyote spatiotemporal overlap increased, suggesting a shift in avoidance strategy. Coyotes, while able to live in and use resources in urban areas, tend to avoid human contact (Dodge & Kashian, 2013; Magle et al., 2014).

As predator–predator interactions can also strongly influence predator–prey interactions (Leblond et al., 2016; Palacios et al., 2016, 2018), we also characterized interactions between the three natural predators. Coyote and bobcat spatial overlap with bears might be due to habitat variables we did not measure. The bobcat spatiotemporal avoidance of coyotes was expected due to the common negative interactions between the two species (Fedriani et al., 2000;
Litavitsis & Harrison, 1989; Thornton et al., 2004). However, all predator–predator spatiotemporal associations became neutral in the agriculture-development matrix sites. Lewis et al. (2015) found a similar result in short-term spatiotemporal interactions between bobcats and pumas Puma concolor. The shift of spatiotemporal associations, positive or negative, to neutral in the more disturbed sites might be an effect of the reduced habitat available to species in anthropogenically disturbed areas, making spatial avoidance difficult even at the temporal scales we measured.

Despite some instances of ungulates using human presence as a shield from predation for their young (Berger, 2007), our results suggest that fawn spatial distribution was largely driven by habitat. The nature of fawn-human spatial overlap was influenced by distance to developed open space, which might be due to its relatively high correlation with distance to forest edge ($|r| > 0.66$; within the threshold for our covariate selection). Based on this, fawn-human spatial overlap in the agriculture-development matrix sites is likely due to habitat preference, as opposed to fawns and their dams using humans as a shield from predation. Fawn temporal overlap with humans was similar across all sites, indicating no increase in temporal avoidance to make up for increased spatial overlap. The positive spatial overlap between fawns and humans in the forest matrix site might be better explained by deer use of roadides (Duquette et al., 2014). Fawns in the forest matrix site spatiotemporally avoided ‘humans’ (i.e. motor vehicles on roads) after July 26, possibly due to a change in habitat use away from roadides.

In the agriculture-development matrix sites, fawns seemed to use a mixture of strategies to avoid overlapping with natural predators. The only natural predator fawns spatially co-occurred with was coyotes; fawns particularly overlapped in space with coyotes closer to forest edges, as would be expected based on both species’ preferences for forest edges (Duquette et al., 2014; Kays et al., 2008). It is possible that fawns increased temporal overlap with bears and bobcats, which were detected less often closer to the forest edges compared to humans, to avoid overlapping too much with humans temporally. Fawn temporal overlap with coyotes also increased, but only after July 26. This increase in temporal overlap coincided with spatiotemporal avoidance of the same, suggesting fawns traded temporal avoidance of coyotes, as would be expected with a roaming predator (Schmitz et al., 2017), with finer-scale avoidance of the same.

Fawn antipredator behaviour in the forest matrix site showed more use of spatiotemporal avoidance. Fawns still positively co-occurred with humans and coyotes but had higher occurrence closer to development within the public forest. Development within the public forest was mainly roads, and the core had higher rates of within-boundary early successional habitat, which is preferred by deer (Smith, 1991). Fawn temporal overlap with bears and bobcats was less than in the agriculture-development matrix sites, due to fawns having largely diurnal activity with a peak at dawn. While fawn temporal and spatial overlap did not change over the summer, fawn spatiotemporal co-occurrence did. Fawn spatiotemporal avoidance of bobcats increased as the summer went on and at all sites, fawn vigilance decreased throughout the summer, suggesting that, fawns shifted their antipredator behaviour from vigilance and some sort of spatial or temporal avoidance to finer-scale spatiotemporal avoidance.

Although fawns used a combination of spatiotemporal avoidance and vigilance to avoid predation, in their attempt to avoid one predator, they might have made themselves vulnerable to another (Leblond et al., 2016). Fawns spatially avoiding an ambush predator like bobcats on a fine temporal scale would be more efficient than avoiding them completely or shifting their activity patterns and subsequently increasing their temporal overlap with other predators (Schmitz et al., 2017). However, fawns only avoided bobcats at this fine scale in the forest matrix site; they did not avoid them in the agriculture-development matrix sites, possibly due to lower occurrence of bobcats in these sites (Murphy, 2021). Despite this lower occurrence, bobcats were the most common cause of predation-related death for fawns in the agriculture-development matrix sites (Gingery et al., 2018). Simultaneously, fawns spatiotemporally avoided coyotes in the agriculture-development matrix sites, particularly later in the summer. Coyotes, unlike bobcats, had similar occurrence across the public forest sites (Murphy, 2021). It is possible that, in their attempt to avoid the more common predator in the agriculture-development matrix sites (coyotes), fawns put themselves in danger of being preyed upon by the less common bobcats.

In contrast to fawns, adult male deer showed few examples of antipredator behaviour. Adult male deer only showed avoidance of humans, even to the point of increasing temporal overlap with coyotes in the agriculture-development matrix sites. Adult male deer had a positive spatial relationship with humans in the agriculture-development matrix sites, but a negative one in the forest matrix site. The cause of this change is likely due to humans and adult male deer both being attracted to forest edges in the agriculture-development matrix sites but only adult male deer being attracted to the forest core in the forest matrix site, due to deer preferring early-successional forest (Smith, 1991). Based on habitat use similarity, adult male deer avoided humans either spatially at fine temporal scales or by shifting their activity pattern. While adult male deer vigilance also declined through the summer, adult male deer were more vigilant than fawns and dams with fawns at all sites. Other studies have seen adult male deer have higher rates of vigilance than the other age–sex classes (Gulsby et al., 2018), as adult female deer seem to select for resource acquisition over avoiding fawn predators (Duquette et al., 2014). Although hunting season at these sites started after our surveys ended, it is possible that adult male deer still saw humans as predators to be avoided. More research should investigate how hunted ungulates perceive humans as a risk in non-hunting seasons.

Matrix type had a strong influence on the relationship between vigilance and other factors. The increase in deer vigilance closer to forest edges follows increased spatial overlap with humans and coyotes. Deer vigilance seemed to follow predator and human temporal activity intensity, with vigilance clearly increased during the period of 6:00 to 18:00 in the agriculture-development matrix sites, when humans and...
multiple predators were somewhat active. Meanwhile, in the forest matrix site, vigilance was constant throughout the diel cycle, due to daily activity peaks for predators and humans being asynchronous. We conclude that deer were increasing their vigilance in accordance with the times of day that were perceived as most dangerous, possibly with a focus on when humans were active in the human-dominated sites.

We suspect the reason why deer vigilance was so weakly related to predator relative abundance in the agriculture-development matrix sites might be because of a constant high level of perceived risk. According to the risk allocation hypothesis, prey should show more intense antipredator behaviour in cases where high-risk situations are rare than in situations where there is a consistent, prolonged high level of risk (Lima & Bednekoff, 1999; Sih & McCarthy, 2002). This result has been seen many times (Mirza et al., 2006; Mitchell et al., 2016; Sih & McCarthy, 2002), and more recent studies have shown that animals can even learn diel temporal predation risk based on when a predator is active (Bosiger et al., 2012), which would explain the relationships we see with deer vigilance and time of day. A number of studies have also shown that predators and prey perceive humans as a source of risk (Ciuti et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2017), with humans and anthropogenic disturbance reducing animal movement (Tucker et al., 2018), causing trophic cascades (Suraci et al., 2019), increasing predation rates (Smith et al., 2017) and shifting spatiotemporal habitat use of wildlife (Patten & Burger, 2018). We posit that a consistently high level of perceived risk from humans may be the reason why studies—including ours—fail to detect antipredator and avoidance behaviours, or detect neutral/positive spatiotemporal associations, between interacting species in anthropogenically disturbed areas.

Our study provides evidence that adult male deer might perceive humans as a predation risk outside of hunting seasons, that increases in anthropogenic disturbance might cause a dulling effect in natural antipredator behaviour and interspecific interactions, and that prey, through avoiding a more common predator (e.g. coyotes), make spatiotemporal choices that increase their risk of being preyed upon by the less common predator (e.g. bobcats). The spatiotemporal interactions among predators, and predators and fawns, often changed based on matrix type, suggesting that even anthropogenic disturbance outside of the boundaries of protected areas might have strong effects on species interactions (Nickel et al., 2020). Finally, not only did these interspecific interactions change based on matrix type, they often presented themselves via different dimensions (e.g. space, time or vigilance) and at different scales (e.g. 12 hr or 8 days). Because changes in the intensity and direction of interspecific interactions, particularly predator-prey interactions, can scale up to affecting ecosystems, incorporating a more realistic system that includes multiple interacting predators and prey and the ubiquitous human footprint provides a more comprehensive picture of interspecific relationships in our changing world.
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